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A recent review (1) on the EloB mechanism in base (B)-catalyzed eliminations from 

(19) (eqn. 1) discusses its kinetics according to eqn. 2, derived by assuming stcady- 
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(III) (I) 

stnte formation of the intermediate (I). The limitin: oases ,are: (i) The "irreversible" 

case, k2,)k_l@H+], carbenion formation is rate determining, second order reaction, 

k 
obs =kl. (ii) The "pre-equilibrium" case, k_l[BII+] "k2, unimoleoular elimination from 

(Ij is rate determining, k obs=klk2/k_l~II~]= Kk2/ @li']:rhcre K=kl/k_l. Second order 

kinetics for exoossv] ,end deareasing rate coefficients if BB 
r+.l 

is not in excess, 

Rnd a rapid hydrogen exchange compared to the elimination rate are expected. Both 

(i) end (ii) show first order dependency on [III]. 

Although this is the most studied oaae of ZlcB reactions, it is only a limitin; 

one in a series of EloB mcohenisms. We would discuss tho other limiting, hitherto 

unreoognised EloB mechanism, and comment on intermediate situations. 

The kinetics of sn ElcB elimination is affected hy the acidity of III end the 

basioity of B (reflected in K values), by the nature of x- (co.nnected with k2) end by 

the acidity of Rx. Some of these factors are interconnected. In the up to now studied 

cases, the combination of III and B systems was such t:lnt K value was low, leading to 

a small steady state concentration of I. In most systems .:- was a Good leaving group, 

e.g., halide ion, being therefore responsible for the "irrevorsiblo" case. :U was 

invariably stronger than Iii, the base oonccntr(~tion docreasod durin; the rzaotion. 

::e vrould call this meohanism "'Yypo-1 ~1oB". 
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In the other limiting case, K beocmes very high by using D3 with very aoidic d- 

hydrogen and a relatively strong B, while X leaves slower than halide ion. In one 

variant ID is still stronger than IH. When [B]>[m] , fast, almost ocmplete 

neutralization takes place end [IH$b] before the elimination starts. The elimination 

rate=k2 [I] b eocmes fisst order in IH and zero order in B. A stronger base would change 

K, but not the elimination rate, since the concentration of I remains nearly constant. 

If [Bj<[IH], tllen cI]$B] and within a run the reaction is serc order in B and 

first order in IH, if c I HX at the end of the reaction is taken equal to 
bl . For 

different initial concentrations, the reaction is first order in[B]at constant [IH] 

and zerc order in kH] at constant b]. 

Yhen ID is weaker (e.g., by two pK units) tinan III, competition between IH and IL. 

for B favours the former. :iith B]> FH] the behavicur 
c. 

is similar to that discussed. 

However, as far as Bd H the reaction is of zero order in both B end IE within a run, 13 e1 

an3 when tile concentrations become equal the reaction is first order in the remaining 

IH. The base is thus a "catalyst", causing elimination of higher concentrations of 

IE than its cbn. At ocnstant b] a zerc order dependency on the initial concentration of 

IH is expected, while keepin;: @Ij constant and chan&~ @] results in first-order 

dependency at low base concentration and zerc order dependency when iBj>[Ii$ . Vie 

would call this limitin;: case "Typo-11 EloB". 

If III have a mcd+rate acidity and the base strength decrease gradually, intermedia& 

cases , nhe re CI3 concentration is smaller thnn iB] but not as smail as in type-1 

reactions would bc ohserved. A complete removal of the proton is possible with higher 

conoeptrzticns of a weaker B , end the kinotios would be dependent on the concentration 

and the nature of 3. 3ocroasi n:: Gap betwr:cn the pi('s of IH and ICC, or increasing the 

leavin,; ability of :;- will ncve the mechanism in the direction of type-1 reactions. 

In aldition to th? kinetics the followinS is predicted for type-II reactions : A 

faster d-hydrogen exchange compared to the elimination would alsreys be observed, 

while it character.ze only the pro-equilibrium type-1 reactions. The hydrcgen isotope 

effect is predicted to be 1 for both tjrpes, although such a value was not found yet for 

type-1 macticns. ;JO isctc~_~e efyect is ex,7eoted for type-11 even in non-protonic media. 

Hammett's 
S 

value is predicted (1) to be hi@ly positive for type-1 reactions, but 
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sin00 electron-donating substituents will facilitate the bond-breaking of X-J will be 

negative for type-II reactions, provided that only this mechanism operates along the 

series. Since the substituent change may decrease the aoidity of IH, intermediate oases 

as well as type-1 reaction in the limit could be obtained, and a curved log k -d 

relationship as shown schematically in Figure 1 may be sometimes expected. 

Figure 1. IDog k -6 Relationship for BlcB Eliminations 

log k 

red.on I 
6 

A Briinsted slope of near unity is predicted for the pre-equilibrium type-1 

reactions. The slops is expected to be near zero for type-II reactions as already 

discussed. This is shown sohematioally in PiAure 2. 

The characteristic features of the ElcB reactions are summarized in Table 1. In 

some kinetio aspects and in the f values, type-I! are similar to Zl reactions. This 

is expected since the rate detcrminin:: step in both is similar, starting either from a 

Figure 2. Btinsted Relationship for Zlcb Ylir.li~;ztions 
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Table 1. %mmar;r of the two EloB Reaoticne 
_._--__-.--.._-_ 

Kinetics 

s Value 

“r&1stsd slop0 

Isotope exohan@ 

nrhi _-_ .- _.__. .._ -.. 

_-.__ - _.___ ..___ 

Type-I 
-._._ _ ._---___ __^__ 
Pirst order in both 

$1 and (*g 

l'csifive 

I 

Only in the pre- 

equilibrium case 

1 
1 

- 

spe-11 
_---_ ___- 
LB]> l&d , Zero order in @), first order in [Iii] 

bl<(Ild(i) Zero order in both LB] and CIR) a 

(ii)Zerc order in [IX] ,first order in bib 

Negative 

0 

Always 

1 

. a _ 
ii the same run. c On comparing runs with different initial concentrations. 

______~_ .____.~.___.___.______ - -- - -----.- ---_ _._ __--_- .-__-- -_.--____ 

nc{:ativcly ohar,:ed or a neutral. species. Rcwevcr, the two eliminations differ in the 

nature of the activatin; substituents, end in the hydrc&en exohsnge phenomena. 

';truo+~~ral asld envircmental changes would cause the El to mcve toward the E2 and the 

t::pc-II ElcB toward the type-1 rcacticns. 

The type-11 Sehavicur requires very strong electron-attractin grcups on the 

d-carbon , 2nd if pcssible also on the p-carbon. At present, the most prcmisin: 

systems are derived from 1,1,2,2-tctracyanocthc~e, since the dicyancnethyl hydrogen is 

hig!:ly acidic (2), the leavin;; Cl!- is a poor lcavin- grcup, and its ocnju,rate acid,XIT, 

is wc&er than the cyanccnrbc~~ acids. :~liminaticn of LICIT from 2,Sdimethyl-b-(1,1,2,2- 

tetracy~cet:;yl)~lilinc indeed she:: the kinntics, tho del)endenoe on base and tne 

isotope effects expctcd for type-II rcacticns wit;? a suitable base (3).Investig?ticns 

OY tilis :and mlat-d -7 "; stens arc new in progress. 

R:<lWT T*Pl; >...A “> ---- 
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